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Abstract 
 
Independent perceptual feature extraction and modeling the interactions among them are important issues in brain-inspired 
pattern recognition models. In the face recognition task, person code and different variation codes can be considered as these 
features. Here, besides extracting the elementary features, perceptual feature modules and their relatedness are modeled. This 
feature extraction method is a very powerful preprocessing tool in dealing with variation and noise. It would be shown that 
recognition accuracy for noisy and varied data is highly improved if this classification is implemented in the perceptual feature 
space instead of the elementary feature space. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cognitive scientists have historically suggested that the brain uses a feature extraction strategy to describe 
perceptual patterns and motor programs (Garner, 1974) to achieve the exposed mental tasks such as discrimination, 
identification, classification and categorization. But, it seems that the term "feature" has two different meanings in 
the literature. In some works, feature is defined as a mathematical representation of the encountered stimuli (Gan, 
2006), and, in others, feature consists of symbols for objects, qualities and relations (Ashby, Prinzmetal & Ivry, 
1996). In all these works, it is taken for granted that through rule-based recombination of these features, perceptual 
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patterns are reconstructed and recalled. On the other hand, in engineering area, some efforts have been made to 
functionally model both suggested feature creation processes in humans.  
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) are two powerful statistical 
solutions, when faced with the task of modeling feature extraction as a mathematically representing strategy in brain 
(Abdi, Valentin & Edelman, 1998; Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006). In these models a dimension reduction 
procedure is implemented to effectively extract statistical low-level features representing the data’s intrinsic 
information to a certain degree. PCA neural networks (Diamantaras & Kung, 1996; Oja, 1982) are biologically 
inspired models to achieve PCA method. Feed-forward by definition, these networks encode the properties and 
qualities of components of perceptual features in a dimension-reduced space with barely any relations among them. 
These networks can be considered as simple models of what is happening in the hippocampus. The view that the 
human hippocampus acts primarily to create and store representations of the physical environment has been 
traditionally suggested in psychological literatures (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Both from neuropsychological 
analyses of amnesic patients and neuroimaging studies on healthy subjects, it is proved that the human hippocampus 
plays a role not only in spatial memory but in many other aspects of memory (Scoville & Milner, 1957). The PCA 
approach to feature extraction has been applied in implementing many tasks such as classification, visualization, 
communication, and storage of high-dimensional data. 
However, only once signals are processed at the cortical level, chunking at larger scales occurs. As one proceeds 
along the hierarchically arranged cortical processing areas, one encounters neurons that respond selectively to 
increasingly complex constellations of elementary features. It is commonly held that this chunking is achieved by 
iterative recombination of feed-forward connections from lower to higher order neurons (Singer, 2009). Specially, 
the studies describing the architecture of the visual system in the human brain show that there are different ‘feature 
modules’ in the visual cortex and their reciprocal relations. Selective activity for each dimension of the stimuli has 
been discovered in distinct and topographically organized areas of the visual system in rats, cats and primates 
(Felleman & Van Essen, 1991). Non-invasive imaging techniques have shown that this modular organization is 
common to all vertebrates, including humans (Wandell, 1999). Hue, lightness, local motion, orientation, shape, 
spatial frequency, retinal disparity all correspond to retinotopic feature maps in the human cortex (Afraz & 
Cavanagh, 2009). However, several theoretical arguments suggest that these chunking operations are complemented 
at each level of processing by additional mechanisms that permit flexible definition of relations among the responses 
of distributed neurons (Singer, 2009). Neuroscience researches introduce the synchrony as the tag of this relatedness 
(Singer, 1994, 1995; Singer & Gray, 1995). A large literature in neurophysiology and in the computational and 
cognitive neurosciences has recently discussed the problems of information integration through different cortical 
maps in the human brain. Issues about signal integration and processing have more and more often been referred to 
as ‘binding problems’ (Roskies, 1999; Treisman, 1998, 1999; Taraborelli, 2002). Moreover, in cognitive modeling 
area some researchers have been working on Feature Binding problem models (Schrobsdorff, Herrmann & Geisel, 
2007). 
In this work we used the both concepts of feature extraction and designed a model to deal with both noise and 
variation and achieve robust face detection. In this model noise is eliminated in a dimension reduction Neural 
Network process which can be interpreted as a PCA approach. Another Network is responsible for extracting 
perceptual features and forming their relatedness. 
 
2. Model Description 
 
The proposed model consists of two main parts, one of which is a representation extractor and the other maps 
these elementary features to perceptual features. Here, we supposed that perceptual features are the same as 
variations which we are going to deal with. Actually this is an assumption to show the concept and doesn’t exactly 
match to what is happening in the brain. From the signal processing view, this assumption helps us to be able to 
declare the features in meaningful words.  
 
2-1- Nonlinear Dimension Reduction 
Extracting features as reduced dimension mathematical representations, is an essential step in most signal 
processing applications. Statistical PCA is a powerful algorithm among all methods introduced for this dimension 
reduction. Also, PCA neural networks have been used to perform effective dimension reduction (Makki, Noori 
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Hosseini & Seyyedsalehi, 2010; Hinton & Salakhutdinov, 2006). PCA Neural Networks are feed-forward, usually 
deep architecture, auto-associative neural networks with a bottleneck layer in the middle of their structure. This 
network is trained by Back Propagation algorithm in an auto-associative fashion. However, the bottleneck layer’s 
dimension is by far less than the input’s dimension. So the network maps the signal to a reduced dimension space 
and then reconstructs the data. For minimum reconstruction error we can say that the maximum information exists in 
the representations obtained in the bottleneck layer. This structure depicted in figure 1 can be considered as an 
encoder and a decoder being cascaded.  
Here we applied a nonlinear generalization of PCA that uses a multilayer encoder neural network to transform the 
high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional code and a similar decoder network to recover the data from the code. 
The activation function of all neurons in this model is sigmoid function. This network is referred as Nonlinear PCA 
(NLPCA) neural networks in the literature.  
 
 
Figure 1. The structure of NLPCA network used for nonlinear dimension reduction 
2-2- Extracting independent Perceptual Features 
Having extracted the representations of data, we aim to model the other meaning of the term “feature”. In other 
words we want to separate the information of data to independent perceptual features. To obtain more simplicity, we 
can suppose that the variations of our data are the same as perceptual features. In the face recognition application, 
for example, it can be supposed that the information existing in a face pattern is separating to form pose, emotion 
and identity information. In this way the entropy will be reduced in perceptual features in comparison with the 
entropy of elementary representation. This entropy reduction helps to process each feature much simpler than the 
mathematical representations. For example when we want to detect the identity of a person we don’t need the pose 
and emotion information. Elimination of these features helps to have a reduced entropy data and then a very simple 
classifier can perform the identity detection. Without this elimination a more complex classifier is needed to do so.  
We applied a Chaotic Attractor Neural Network with structure depicted in figure 2 to separate data information 
and form perceptual features. Recurrent connections in the hidden layer of an attractor recurrent network results in 
noise filtering by forming attractor dynamics (Dehyadegary, SeyyedSalehi, & Nejadgholi, 2008; Dehiadegary, 
Seyyedsalehi, & Nejadgholi, 2011). The activation function of neurons in the first and last layer of this network is 
hyperbolic tangent sigmoid, but the hidden layer is a chaotic layer with a semi-logistic activation function (Chartier 
& Prolux, 2005). The structure of this network is shown in figure 2.  
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Figure 2. The Structure of the Chaotic Attractor Neural Network 
 Elementary features obtained in the bottleneck layer of NDANN are inputs and a concatenation of our desired 
perceptual features is output of this network. These perceptual features are: f1, pose code, f2, emotion code, f3, 
identity code. The output Z can be written as: 
Z = [f1, f2, f3] 
The information flow in the network can be written as follows: 
 
 (1) 
 (2) 
 (3) 
 
Where wO is the network output layer weight matrix and λ is the reconstruction coefficient, which determines the 
effect of input pattern to calculate output of hidden layer; vf is the weights of recurrent connections and vi is the 
forward weight matrix connecting input layer to the hidden one and finally xin is the input of network. The activation 
functions f and g can be stated as follows: 
 
 
 
(4) 
 
 
(5) 
 
Where δ is the transmission parameter of the network and determines the behavior of the hidden layer. This 
behavior can vary from fixed point fashion to aperiodic (chaotic) behavior. The chaotic attractor neural network is 
trained by Back-propagation algorithm. In other words, errors of output propagate through the network as well as 
error of hidden layer and the weights are modified and the network learns input patterns as attractors. The error 
gradients are computed as the following: 
 
 
(6) 
 
(7) 
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(8) 
 
Where n and m are dimensions of input and hidden layer, respectively and g’ is the derivative of the chaotic 
function and is given in the following: 
 
 
 
(9) 
Eventually, the network weights are updated via following equations: 
 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
 
In the training phase the delta value is chosen so that the attractors form as fixed points but it can be set to have 
chaotic or periodic behavior during recall (Nejadgholi & Seyyedsalehi, 2010). Each recall trial is accomplished 
according to the following equations: 
 
 (13) 
 
Where, yb(0) is the output of hidden layer in first trial. Its value in subsequent trial is calculated as the following: 
 
(14) 
 (15) 
(16) 
   
In the recall phase, the delta value is set so that the hidden layer behave chaotically. In fact, this layer is modeling 
the relatedness of the perceptual features. The feature binding constraint here is synchronization, i.e. in any iteration 
that the output features are all closer to a trained fixed point than a threshold, it means that these features can be 
present simultaneously and so be bound. The delta value leading to chaotic behavior allows the network to search in 
the global features space and find the related ones as it iterates repeatedly.  
3. Experiments and Results 
We used the AUTFDB database to train and test the proposed model. This database is provided by image 
processing laboratory of electrical engineering department of Amirkabir University of Technology and is consisted 
of 80 person’s images in 12 different variations. A part of this database consisting of 9 variations of 60 persons was 
used in this work. These variations involve a normal frontal face, 4 different poses and 4 different emotions. An 
example of the database is shown in figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. An example of the variations existed in AUTFDB 
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First the NLPCA network is trained to extract the mathematically compressed representations of the data. The 
applied NLPCA consisted of an encoder with layers of size 10800-1000-500 and a symmetric decoder. The training 
coefficient was set adaptively and the error curve is shown in figure 4.  
 
Figure 4. Reconstruction Error of the NLPCA Network during training phase 
Then the chaotic attractor model is trained to extract 3 perceptual features; identity, pose and emotion. It is a 
challenging issue to decide about the code representing these features. In this work the representations of every 
image is fed to the chaotic attractor network and labels of perceptual features are chosen as follows: 1- 
representations of normal frontal face of any person as his/her identity code, 2- representation of the reference image 
for each pose as pose code, 3- representation of the reference image for each emotion as emotion code. The 
reference image for each variation is the one with minimum reconstruction error according to the NLPCA network 
among all 60 images of that variation. The error decrease diagrams are shown in figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. Error Diagrams related to Chaotic Attractor Network training phase 
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Figure 6 can clearly explain what is running in the model. The noisy image is fed to NLPCA. The reconstructed 
image can be an index of representation’s quality. The representations are fed to chaotic attractor NN and codes of 
perceptual features (the reference emotion, reference pose and identity code) are gained in the output. Reconstructed 
images by NLPCA can state the quality of perceptual feature codes.    
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Two Examples of the extracted features for noisy images: a) the features state that the noisy image is 
smiley, frontal and recognizes the person code. b) The features state that the noisy image is normal, rotated to right 
and recognize the person code.  
Then the model is tested using noisy versions of the trained data. To show the efficacy of variation elimination, 
noisy image identification is carried out using both realizations of features. The first classifier uses elementary 
features obtained in the bottleneck of NLPCA. But, the second one applies the identity feature obtained by chaotic 
attractor model, from which variation information is eliminated. Both classifiers are feed-forward two layer neural 
networks with sigmoid activation function, 500 dimensional feature vectors as their input and 60 bit binary codes 
(identity labels) as their output. In these codes ith bit is set to 1 for the ith person and the other bits are set to 0. To 
yield the best identity feature for the test (noisy) data, the delta of the chaotic layer is set to a chaotic behavior 
leading value and the hidden layer is let to iterate. In this case the network can search among all possible variations 
and identities in the spaces formed with trained fixed pints. In any iteration that variations become closer to a 
reference pose and emotion code than a threshold then we can suppose that the code presented in the identity feature 
output can be supposed as binding identity code. We train the classifiers with identity codes gained for clean data 
and test it with the codes gained for noisy data. The training performance of each classifier is shown in figure 7. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Training Error curves of two classifiers: a) classifier 1 trained by elementary features b) classifier 2 trained 
by identity features 
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In order to evaluate the performance of each network for a certain percentage of noise (e.g., n% noise) we add 
thirty times n% noise to the train data and calculate the mean performance of each networks separately and set as 
performance of networks for n% noise. The performance is evaluated for different n and the results are shown in 
Figure 8. Square markers relate to elementary features classifier and star markers are regarding to perceptual feature 
classifier. Figure 9 shows the recognition accuracies for different variations. As we see, the performance of the 
classifier is highly improved for low information identity features (perceptual ones) in comparison to high 
information representations (elementary ones) for noise variances under 0.3. For greater noises this separation 
cannot be successfully done because of the model limitations. It should be noted that the structure of the used 
classifier is too small and processing the high information features is not possible with this structure. It can be 
observed that by elimination of unnecessary variation information the recognition accuracy improves 38% for noise 
variance less than 0.1 and the improvement decreases for greater noise levels.  
 
Figure 8. Classifiers accuracy versus noise variance. Square markers relate to elementary features classifier and star 
markers are regarding to perceptual feature classifier 
 
Figure 9. Classifiers accuracy versus noise variance for different variations. Square markers relate to elementary 
features classifier and star markers are regarding to perceptual feature classifier 
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4. Conclusion 
In this work we focused on two different meanings of the term “feature” and compared them when used in face 
recognition task. Feature as mathematically decreased dimension representation encompasses high importance 
information of data and eliminates the lower importance information. However, feature as perceptual characteristic 
of data encompasses less information and only the necessary one. In fact, the different perceptual information is 
separated in the brain and form different “feature modules” anatomically and conceptually. This procedure helps to 
perform high speed and high accuracy mental tasks by using only the necessary features. In this work, identity 
detection is aimed and the information regarding to emotion, pose and other variations are not necessary. So a 
nonlinear dimension reduction and identity feature extraction method is achieved to deal with noise and variation. 
The main contribution of this work is extracting meaningful application-specific perceptual features after the 
common dimension reduction preprocessing, along with considering their interactions, to achieve recognition task. 
The method is brain-inspired and plausible with the fact that brain uses perceptual feature modules to perform 
mental tasks. Using this method a very high quality robust recognition is gained with a very small structured 
classifier. 
The relatedness among perceptual features is a crucial issue in this work. This relatedness is modeled by a chaotic 
iterative hidden layer and the model only binds the features that present simultaneously. In the future works the 
model ability in giving solutions to the feature binding problem can be more investigated. 
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